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What the champions do

The Sustainability Champions Program is an initiative of the
Sustainable Communities Division, with the ultimate goal of
having a Sustainability Champion in each APA chapter. These
Champions form the national Sustainability Champions
Network, acting as a resource for planners nationwide and
working to influence the national discourse on sustainability.
Champions also keep APA-SCD aware of emerging best
practices at the local level in an effort to replicate success
stories and limit failures. Locally, Champions promote
sustainability within their chapters, providing updates from
APA-SCD and by joining or contributing to the development of
sustainability committees in local chapters, as well as
networking with like-minded community leaders and
colleagues in allied professions (e.g. public administration,
architecture, landscape architecture, engineering, etc.).

Thirteen Sustainability Champions in 12 states
currently represent the Sustainable Communities
Division in local chapters across the country.
These Champions form the core group of the
national Sustainability Champions Network.

With support from the Division, the Champions have been
busy with outreach and education efforts to promote
sustainability planning in their States and Chapters. They
have also worked to increase awareness about APA-SCD
initiatives (APA Sustainability Framework, Comprehensive
Plan Recognition Program, etc.) at the state and local
level.

Recipient of the 2016 APA Division Council Award
in the “Best Practice” category.

About the Sustainable Communities Division
The APA Sustainable Communities Division (APA-SCD)
supports planners who are committed to planning for
sustainable communities by integrating all aspects of
sustainability into their work through the combined
economic, social, and ecological factors that shape our
communities.
To learn more about the Sustainable Communities Division or
just stay in touch, visit www.planning.org/divisions/sustainable
SCD blog: https://apascd.wordpress.com/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/apascd
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/apascd
LinkedIn: https://linkd.in/apa-scd

Current Sustainability Champions:
California – Scott Edmondson, AICP
Colorado – Waverly Klaw
Delaware – Kevin Coyle, AICP
Georgia – Rebecca Keefer, AICP
Illinois – Andrew Meindl
Illinois – Malika Hainer, AICP
Kentucky – B. Scott Southall, AICP
Massachussetts – Angela Vincent
Missouri – John Hoal, AICP
Nevada – Marco Velotta, AICP
New York – Joanna Nadeau, AICP
Tennessee – John Zeanah, AICP
Texas – Lester King, AICP

Examples of outreach activities include:
O Sustainability-themed workshops at state
conferences (KY, IL, CO, NV)
O Networking events (MA, NY)
O A work session to review the APA -SCD sustainability
policy guide (CO)
O Writing articles
O Presenting to people in allied fields of sustainability
The Champions develop an annual work plan for their
activities and communicate with other Champions in the
network with bi-monthly conference calls and electronic
communication.

Coming up!

What’s Next?
APA-SCD hopes to expand the network of
Sustainability Champions, with one or two in every
state/chapter. If you are interested in becoming a
Sustainability Champion or know someone who is,
please contact apascd@gmail.com.

At the 2016 Conference:
APA-SCD is hosting a facilitated discussion at the 2016
APA National Conference in Phoenix to provide a forum to
1) hear current Sustainability Champions reflect on the
successes and lessons learned from this pilot initiative,
and 2) explore strategies to enhance and expand the
program with all who are interested.
This is your chance to tell us how the Sustainability
Champions Network can help you in your work!
Session: Championing Sustainability Discussion
Date: April 4th, 2016
Time: 9:00 a.m. to 10:15 a.m.
Location: Room 129A (PCC)

